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The reactions of bare alkali metal ions (M+ = Li+, Na+, or K+) with dimethoxyethane 
(CH3OCH2CH2OCH3, DXE) are studied using guided ion beam tandem mass spectrometry. The 
bimolecular reaction forms an associative M (DXE) complex that is long-lived and dissociates 
back to the reactants. The kinetic energy dependences of the cross sections for formation of the 
complexes are interpreted with several different models including rigorous phase space theory that 
assume that the complex lifetimes are limited by dissociation over a loose, orbiting transition state. 
After accounting for the effects of multiple ion-molecule collisions, internal energy of the reactant 
ions, Doppler broadening, and dissociation lifetimes, the analyses yield 0 K bond energies as the 
only adjustable parameter. These values are compared with bond energies obtained from previous 
collision-induced dissociation (CID studies of the M+(DXE) complexes and found to be 
self-consistent for all models studied. Association and CID form the same energized M+(DXE) 
complex in two distinct ways, such that a comparison of these results allows an assessment of the 
models used to interpret CID thresholds and test the limits of statistical theories such as RRKM and 
phase space theory. © 2003 American Institute o f  Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1627758]
I. INTRODUCTION
Previously, Dunbar and co-workers have studied radia­
tive association and associative equilibria using Fourier- 
transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass 
spectrometry.1,2 The analysis of the association kinetics pro­
vides a quantitative determination of clustering and complex- 
ation bond strengths. One potential criticism of this approach 
is that often only one data point is available for the analysis 
such that the approach relies exclusively on reproducing a 
single absolute association rate.
Guided ion beam mass spectrometry is a powerful means 
of studying ion chemistry in the gas phase because it pro­
vides the kinetic energy dependence of reaction cross sec­
tions under single collision conditions. In many experiments, 
collision-induced dissociation (CID) is used to obtain ther­
modynamic information by measuring the energy onset for a 
process such as reaction 1 , where M is a metal atom, L is a 
ligand, and Rg is a rare gas, Xe, in most cases in our labo­
ratories.
M+Lx + R g ^ M +Lx_ 1+L + R g. (1)
CID provides a direct measurement of the bond dissociation 
energy, although a detailed analysis of these experimental 
data is necessary to extract high quality quantitative thermo­
dynamic information.3,4 Our analysis typically includes an 
examination of the effect of neutral pressure, internal energy 
of the reactants, motion of the neutral reagent, ion beam 
energy spread, collisional energy transfer efficiencies, and 
lifetime effects kinetic shifts . Methods for such a detailed 
analysis have been introduced and tested for many chemical 
reactions,3,5 and have enabled the study of increasingly large
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complexes.6-13 As the systems increase in complexity, the 
precision of the thermochemistry becomes more and more 
reliant on the models used for analysis, in particular because 
of lifetime effects. Lifetime effects in CID studies have been 
challenging to treat accurately3-5 because the energized mol­
ecule is generated with a broad distribution of energies, rang­
ing essentially from zero to the collision energy plus the 
internal energy of the reactant complex for initial collisions 
at large and zero impact parameter, respectively . Further, the 
angular momentum distribution of the collisionally energized 
molecule is poorly characterized.
In this paper, we investigate the reactions of alkali 
metal ions (Li+,Na+,K+) with dimethoxyethane 
(CH3OCH2CH2OCH3, D X E molecules as a function of ki­
netic energy using guided ion beam tandem mass spectrom­
etry. These systems react by association to form M+(DXE) 
complexes with well-known internal energy, essentially the 
collision energy plus the internal energy of the DXE reactant 
plus the M+-D X E bond energy, D(M+-D X E). Both the 
collision energy and internal energy have known distribu­
tions. The M (DXE) association complex formed in this 
way may then dissociate back to the reactant on a time scale 
that can be modeled using statistical unimolecular decay 
theory once it is assumed that dissociation is limited by a 
loose, orbiting transition state an assumption that can be 
tested by the success or failure of the approaches described 
below . The relationship between association and CID reac­
tions is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows a schematic poten­
tial energy surface for the M (DXE) system. An important 
facet of the present work compared to the CID studies is that 
the bimolecular reaction of M with DXE forms an ener­
gized M (DXE) complex with a well-defined internal en­
ergy distribution and a broad but known angular momentum
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M+(DXE)
FIG. 1. Potential energy surface for association and collision-induced dis­
sociation (CID reactions. Two distinct way of forming the energized 
M+(DXE)* molecule are shown. For CID, M+(DXE)* is prepared at room 
temperature and collisionally excited with a broad internal energy distribu­
tion and unknown angular momentum distribution. In the association reac­
tion, M+(DXE)* complexes are formed with well-characterized distribu­
tions by reacting the bare metal ion with the DXE neutral gas at room 
temperature.
distribution. By comparing these results to those obtained 
from an analysis of CID data on the same systems,7-9 the 
present study provides an opportunity to examine assump­
tions regarding the use of statistical theory to describe kinetic 
shifts observed in CID studies. In addition, we find that this 
work provides insight into the application of unimolecular 
theory, such as Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus 
(RRKM) 14 and phase space theory15-21 (PST to rapidly ro­
tating complexes.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The reactions of alkali metal ions (M+ = L i+,Na+,K+) 
with DXE are examined using a guided ion beam tandem 
mass spectrometer described previously.22-24 Alkali metal 
ions are generated in a continuous dc discharge25 by argon 
ion sputtering of a cathode made from tantalum with a cavity 
containing the alkali metal sample. Typical operating condi­
tions of the dc discharge are 1.6-2.0 kV and 20-30 mA in a 
flow of roughly 10% argon in helium. Ions then travel down 
a 1 m long flow tube operating at a pressure of 0.5-0.7 Torr 
with a helium flow rate of 5000-9000 standard cm3/min 
sccm . The flow conditions used in this ion source provide 
approximately 105 collisions between an ion and the buffer 
gas. Because the formation of excited states is very ener­
getic, all alkali metal ions are produced in their ground elec­
tronic state ( 1S).
The alkali metal ions are extracted from the source, ac­
celerated, and focused into a magnetic sector momentum 
analyzer for a mass analysis. The mass-selected ions are 
slowed to a desired kinetic energy and focused into a rf oc- 
topole ion guide.26 The guide passes through a static gas cell 
containing the DXE gas.22 After exiting the gas cell, product, 
and remaining reactant ions drift to the end of the octopole, 
where they are extracted and focused into a quadrupole mass 
filter for mass analysis. A secondary electron scintillation ion 
counter detects the mass-analyzed reactant and product ions. 
These signals are converted to absolute reaction cross sec­
tions, as described previously.22 Absolute uncertainties in 
these cross sections are estimated to be 2 0%.
Sharp features in observed cross sections are broadened 
by thermal motion of the DXE gas and the distribution of ion 
energies. The distribution and absolute zero of the ion kinetic 
energies are measured using the octopole as a retarding po­
tential analyzer.22 The experimental cross section is deter­
mined by the relation
Ir =  ( Ir +  I c)exp( — crn l ) , (2)
where n, l, Ir , and I c are the gas density, effective path- 
length, and the measured intensities of the reactant ion and 
long-lived association complex, respectively.22 The uncer­
tainty in the absolute energy scale is ±0.05 eV (lab. Our 
beam distributions have a full width at half-maximum 
(fwhm) of about 0.3-0.9 eV (lab. A larger fwhm (0.9 eV) is 
observed for Li+ as a consequence of lithium’s light mass. 
Kinetic energies in the laboratory frame are converted to ion 
energies in the center-of-mass (C M  flame by E (CM) 
= E(lab) m/(M + m), where M  and m are ion and neutral 
reactant masses, respectively. At very low energies, the con­
version includes a correction for truncation of the ion beam 
energy distribution.22 All energies cited are in the CM frame, 
except as noted.
III. RESULTS
A. Experimental cross sections 
and their pressure dependence
Experimental cross sections taken at several different 
pressures for the reaction of all three alkali metal ions with 
DXE are shown in Fig. 2 . In all reactions studied here, the 
only product observed is the association complex, as indi­
cated in reaction 3 ,
M+ + DXE->M+(DXE), (3)
where M is the alkali metal ion. In all three systems, the 
association complexes exhibit cross sections that decline 
with increasing energy, consistent with exothermic barrier- 
less processes. The largest cross section magnitude (~  100 
A2 at 0.1 eV in the CM frame) is observed for Li+(DXE) 
followed by Na+(DXE) (—50 A2) and the smallest is 
K+(DXE) (—2 A2). In all cases, the association cross sec­
tions lie below the Langevin-Gioumousis-Stevenson LGS 
collisional capture cross sections,27
0"lgs( E) = 7T ( 2 a  e 2/4otsqE) 1/2, (4)
where E  is the collision energy, is the polarizability vol­
ume of DXE (9.94 A3),28 e is the electron charge, and s 0 is 
the permittivity of vacuum. The LGS equation is appropriate 
for the present experimental cases because the ground state 
conformation of DXE is trans, trans, trans,7 which has no 
permanent dipole. (The low-lying trans, gauche, trans con- 
former does have a dipole, estimated to be 2.0 D. The pos­
sible consequences of this are considered in our analysis be­
low . In all cases, the association complex cross sections
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FIG. 2. Cross sections for the association reactions of alkali metal ions 
(Li+,Na+,K+) with DXE as a function of kinetic energy in the center-of- 
mass frame (lower x axis) and laboratory frame (upper x axis). Small sym­
bols indicate cross sections obtained at different DXE pressures. Open 
circles show the zero pressure extrapolated cross section. The solid line 
shows the LGS cross section, Eq. (4.
decline more rapidly than the LGS collision capture cross 
section at high energies because of the reformation of reac­
tants, M DXE, a dark channel that cannot be explicitly 
monitored.
In all cases, the cross sections show a clear pressure 
dependence, which indicates the occurrence of collisional 
stabilization of M+ (DXE) by secondary collisions. The ef­
fect of secondary collisions can be eliminated completely by 
linear extrapolation of the cross section data to zero reactant 
pressure.22 Our cross sections show a clear linear depen­
dence on pressure in all three reactions at all energies except 
for the Li+ (DXE) cross sections at very low energies where 
the cross sections vary little with pressure. This lack of pres­
sure dependence suggests that the formation of Li+(DXE) 
complexes is already saturated i.e., near the LGS collision 
limit) at these energies. We believe that the Li+ (DXE) cross 
section lies below the LGS cross section because of the light 
mass of lithium combined with the thermal motion of the 
neutral. At low ion kinetic energies, this combination can 
lead to complexes that are backscattered in the laboratory 
frame and not collected. Thus, at these low energies, the 
Li+(DXE) cross section is anomalously low. As the momen­
tum of the ion increases either by increasing the ion energy 
or its mass , such backscattered ions eventually disappear. 
Thus, the more massive Na and K systems clearly show a 
pressure dependence even at low energies, indicating that 
there is no backscattering occurring in these systems. All 
cross sections discussed below correspond to the zero pres­
sure cross sections.
B. Thermochemical analysis 
of the associative reaction
We have modeled these association complex cross sec­
tions in three different ways. In all models, it is assumed that 
dissociation occurs along an ion-induced dipole potential and 
that the calculation of the unimolecular decay rate constant 
treats the transition state in the phase space limit PSL , us­
ing equations originally developed to describe the dissocia­
tion in CID.3 The three models differ only in how the angular 
momentum of the complexes is treated. Model 1 makes a 
similar assumption to that used to model CID reactions, 
namely it assumes a statistical distribution of the angular 
momentum in the inactive two-dimensional 2-D rotor of 
the complex external rotation around the axes perpendicular 
to the reaction coordinate , a common assumption for uni- 
molecular decay theory.29 However, this assumption fails to 
conserve angular momentum. In order to approximately cor­
rect this problem, model 2 , which conserves the orbital an­
gular momentum explicitly, was developed. No coupling be­
tween orbital and rotational angular momentum of the 
reactants or products is considered in this model and the 
rotational energy of the products is considered to be statisti­
cally distributed. The third model is phase space theory 
PST , the rigorous statistical theory that conserves angular 
momentum and allows coupling between rotational and or­
bital motion. This should be the ideal way to calculate the 
rate constant for the orbiting transition state. However, the 
PST approach sometimes breaks down when the complex 
formation involves the formation of several bonds, molecular 
rearrangements, steric interactions, situations in which hard 
sphere interactions are important within the range of the 
phase space transition state, or when the transition state 
switches from long-range to short-range interactions as a
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function of energy.1 Because this study provides good oppor­
tunities to test the limits of such statistical models, these 
models are developed more thoroughly in this section.
It is also worth noting that we investigated several alter­
ations of these models that were excluded from the final 
analysis because the alterations do not change the resulting 
BDEs significantly. First, we considered whether to include 
the centrifugal distortion in the rotational energy defined us­
ing Eq. 5 ,
F(J)  =  h c B J ( J +  1) + h c D J 2( J +  1)2, (5)
where h, c, B, and J  are Planck’s constant, the speed of light 
in vacuum, the rotational constant of the complex, and the 
rotational angular momentum quantum number. D  is given as 
D  4B 3/ 2, where is the vibrational frequency of the re­
action coordinate. However, the perturbation on the rota­
tional energy is less than 5% in all systems at any energies 
where the observed cross sections are nonzero. Therefore, 
this effect is not considered further.
Second, the radiative relaxation of the association com­
plexes was investigated for all reactions studied here because 
the emission of infrared photons can stabilize the complexes. 
The radiative rate constants30 at thermal energies were cal­
culated using the VARIFLEX code31 and found to be less than 
60 s 1 for all three systems studied. For the time scale of the 
present experiments ( 10- 3  s; see below , less than 6 % of the 
complexes relax by radiation. In addition, the radiative rate 
constant increases slowly compared to the unimolecular rate 
constant as the internal energy of the complexes. Therefore, 
radiative relaxation does not play a significant role at any 
energy for all systems studied here.
Before a comparison with the data, all model cross sec­
tions are convoluted with the translational energy distribu­
tions of both reactants, as detailed elsewhere. Briefly, Lif- 
shitz et al .32 adopted the exact treatment of the Doppler 
broadening neutral reactant motion developed by 
Chantry,33 in conjunction with an exact treatment of the in­
cident ion beam distribution. Here, we use the double inte­
gral form developed by Lifshitz et al.32 at very low energies 
because of its superior numerical accuracy over the single 
integral form.22
1. Statistically distributed inactive 2-D rotor
The first model considered is explored because it directly 
parallels the treatment of kinetic shifts used in modeling 
collision-induced dissociation processes.3 As such, the theo­
retical machinery and computer code necessary was already 
available in our laboratory. As will be seen, model 1 provides 
an interesting counterpoint to the other models developed 
later in the manuscript. In model 1, the probability of form­
ing a transient M+ (DXE) complex is assumed to equal the 
theoretical LGS collision capture cross section.27 Once the 
M+(DXE) complex is formed, it can undergo unimolecular 
decomposition back to the reactant. Thus, the cross section 
for formation of the M+ (DXE) association complex is given 
by
f  Jmax
<raJ E ) = a LGSJ J g , f ( J ) e x p [ - k ( E * , J ) r ] d J ,  (6 )
i J 0
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where k (E  *, J) is the energy and angular momentum- 
dependent rate constant for unimolecular dissociation back to 
reactant, E * is the available energy defined as E *=  E +  E t 
+  E 0, E 0 = D(M+-DX E), r i s  the flight time, J max is the 
maximum rotational quantum number as limited by the en­
ergy available,3 and f  (J) is the normalized statistical distri­
bution of the angular momentum quantum number J, de­
scribed below.3,34 The sum is over the rovibrational states of 
the reactant ion, having energies E i and populations g i 
(where 2 g i =  1). The Beyer-Swinehart algorithm is used to 
calculate the distribution of internal states of the DXE reac­
tant at 305 K, the temperature of the gas in the reaction 
cell.35-38 The flight time used can be either the energy- 
dependent flight time described elsewhere39 or an average 
fixed flight time ( 1 x 10_3 s for the systems investigated 
here . The average flight time is larger than the value usually 
cited for our double octopole apparatus24 (5 10 4 s) be­
cause association reactions occur primarily at lower kinetic 
energies than typical CID systems. Indeed, in unpublished 
work on the related Cu DXE association reactions, we 
have directly measured a time of flight of about 1 ms for the 
Cu (DXE) complex.
The unimolecular rate constant k (E *, J) in Eq. (6) is 
defined in the usual manner by RRKM theory,14
k( E  *, J) =  s N \ E  * -  E R ( J ) - E  0]/h p [E  * -  E r(J)]  , (7)
where s is the reaction degeneracy in the present systems, 
unity, N *[E * — E R(J) — E 0] is the sum of rovibrational 
states of the transition state (TS, and p [E * — E R(J)] is the 
density of states of the energized molecule (EM . ER(J ) and 
E r(J ) are the rotational energies of the TS and EM, respec­
tively, for the inactive 2-D external rotation. The detailed 
calculation of the rate constant is accomplished using equa­
tions developed by Rodgers et al .3 Briefly, the TS for disso­
ciation is modeled as loosely interacting products such that 
both fragments are free to rotate, i.e., a phase space limit 
PSL or, equivalently, an orbiting transition state OTS 
model. This PSL model is appropriate for ion-molecule 
complexes because the TS for the reverse, barrierless asso­
ciation process is accurately described as lying at the top of 
the centrifugal barrier. The 2-D external rotations are treated 
adiabatically (i.e., they are inactive but with centrifugal ef­
fects included, consistent with the discussion of Waage and 
Rabinovitch.29 The adiabatic 2-D rotational energy of the 
EM is assumed to have a statistical distribution with explicit 
summation over the possible values of the rotational quan­
tum number.3 The normalized distribution of the angular mo­
mentum quantum number is given by Eq. 8 :
f { J )  =  { 2 J + l ) p [ E * - E R(J)]  j
J max
2  [(2 J +  1 )p (E * - E rJ )-\. (8)
J= 0
For each J , the rotational energy of the complex is given as 
E r(J ) — h c B J ( J +  1). We also note that E R(J) is restricted 
to values less than or equal to ER (J ). This restriction simply 
reflects the fact that the rotational constant moment of iner­
tia) of the TS, B f (I f) should never be greater (less) than that
H. Koizumi and P. B. Armentrout
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FIG. 3. Distributions of the angular momentum quantum number J of the 
inactive 2-D rotor of energized molecules appropriate for model 1 (statisti­
cal), model 2 (explicit conservation of orbital angular momentum, and 
phase space theory PST , where the latter two are identical.
for the EM, B (/), because this would mean that the separa­
tion of products at the centrifugal barrier is smaller than it is 
in the EM, which is physically unrealistic.
The angular momentum distribution of Eq. 8  is shown 
in Fig. 3. The distribution is concentrated at low values of J  
because only a small amount of the available energy, E *, is 
partitioned into the 2-D rotational modes for a modest-sized 
or larger EM.
2. Explicit conservation of orbital angular 
momentum ( J  L)
The statistical distribution of Eq. 8  is unrealistic for a 
reaction that involves complex formation because the major­
ity of reactant collisions occur with nonzero impact param­
eters, b 0 (where we will use the zero subscript to designate 
properties of reactants . Unlike the CID process where the 
third-body Rg can carry away most of the angular momen­
tum from the complex, collisions with nonzero impact pa­
rameters produce rapidly rotating complexes because of an­
gular momentum conservation. This is demonstrated by 
remembering that the orbital angular momentum vector des­
ignated by bold characters) is given by the relation L0 
=  !JL0v 0b 0, where u 0 is the relative velocity and ^ 0 is the 
reduced mass of the reactants. For an association reaction, 
the conservation of angular momentum requires that the ro­
tational angular momentum of the complex be given by L0 if 
the rotational angular momentum of the reactants is ignored. 
This is a reasonable approximation, as discussed in Appendix 
B .18
In order to construct a model that conserves orbital an­
gular momentum explicitly, we start with the definition of the 
collision cross section, Eq. (9):
E
0
2 v b 0 d b 0. (9)
Here, the critical impact parameter b max for the LGS colli­
sion capture model, Eq. (4 , is given by b max 
= (2ae2/4we0E )1/4. If the long-range potential includes an
ion-dipole term, the needed equations are given in Appendix 
A .40 The impact parameter can be related to the angular mo­
mentum quantum number for rotation of the complex using 
the relation L0 = u^,0u0b 0 = [ J ( J +  1 ) h 2] 112. From these rela­
tions, substituting for b 0 in Eq. (9) yields the collision cross 
section in terms of the rotational quantum number of the EM,
E
i r h 2 
2 E/j, 2J  1 d J , (10)
where J max is defined in Eq. 11 :
J max(Jmax+1 ) = (2 ^  « e E / ^ S ^  ) . (11)
The integration in Eq. 10 gives (E ) ( 2/ 
2 E f i )J max(Jmax+1) = 7r(2« e2/4 we0e)1/2= Olgs .
To obtain the cross section for the formation of the as­
sociation complex, we now introduce the summation over 
reactant internal energy and the exponential lifetime prob­





X exp[ — k Tot( E  *, J )r ]d J . 12
A comparison of Eqs. (6) and (12) indicates that f ( J ) = (2J 
+ 1 )/Jmax(Jma^ + 1) for model 2 , such that the only difference 
between models 1 and 2 is the distribution of the angular 
momentum of the EM. A comparison of those distributions 
shows a significant difference (Fig. 3). Unlike the model 1 
distribution, which has a concentration at low values of J, the 
model 2 distribution is a linearly increasing function up to 
J max . This is the precise angular momentum distribution of 
the EM if the reactant orbital angular momentum does not 
couple with reactant rotational angular momentum.
For a PSL transition state defined by the centrifugal bar­
rier, the separation of ion-neutral fragments is given by Eq.
13 . Equation 14 gives the barrier height as a function of 
the orbital angular momentum of the products, L:3
r * = [ a e  fj i /2ws0L (L + 1)h  ]2 1/2
r *) = TTS0h 4L 2( L + 1)2/ 2 a  e 2 ^ ,2
13
14
From Fig. 4, it is easy to see that the minimum energy re­
quired for the EM to reach the TS is E 0+ Veff(r*). Because 
the potential barrier is a quartic function of L and L is set 
equal to J  in models 1 and 2, complexes having large J  have 
a very long lifetime. Note that complexes with large J  are 
unlikely for model 1, as seen in Fig. 3.
The energy-dependent rate constant for model 2 for the 
Na+ + DXE reaction, averaged over a proper J  distribution, 
is compared with the rate constant for model 1 in Fig. 5. 
Despite the major difference in the distribution of the angular 
momentum for the inactive 2-D rotor of the EMs, the rate 
constants averaged over J  distributions are of the same order 
of magnitude. To see why this is reasonable, consider the rate 
constant as a function of total angular momentum J . The rate 
constant becomes larger when J  increases up to some J , the 
centrifugal acceleration discussed by Waage and 
Rabinovitch.29 However, the rate constant is not a monotoni- 
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FIG. 4. The potential energy surface for an orbiting transition state. The 
effective potential, Veff(r), is given by the sum of the attractive potential 
(i.e., ion-induced dipole potential) and the centrifugal repulsion. Veff(r) 
reaches a maximum at r*, the separation of two productlike fragments at the 
transition state. The minimum energy required for the complex to dissociate 
is given by E0, the bond dissociation energy, plus the centrifugal barrier 
height, Veff(r*).
go to zero as a J  approaches J max. In addition, we note that 
the number of states at the TS, N E * — E R(J)  — E 0], is 
heavily weighted toward small values of E R (J) by the den­
sity of vibrational states. In essence, this latter factor intro­
duces an intrinsic statistical weighting to the calculation of 
the rate constant in model 2 .
3. Phase space theory
In the phase space theory PST approach, the coupling 
between orbital angular momentum and rotational angular 
momentum is allowed in such a way that total angular mo­
mentum is conserved explicitly. Throughout this section, we 
work with classical PST, i.e., J ( J +  1)—► J 2 and (2J +  1) 
2J , because it is considerably faster than the quantum 
form while giving essentially identical results.17 The com­




FIG. 5. Rate constants for the Na DXE reaction for model 1 long 
dashed , model 2 solid line , and phase space theory short dashed as a 
function of energy. All rate constants are calculated using a bond dissocia­
tion energy of 1.78 eV and are integrated over the appropriate angular mo­
mentum distribution.
entirely generated by orbital angular momentum is used 
throughout this section. Appendix B explores the more rig­
orous treatment where the orbital and rotational angular mo­
menta of the reactants are allowed to couple to yield the 
angular momentum in the EM.) Given this assumption, the 
cross section for association is calculated using Eq. 12 , 
where PST differs from model 2 in the calculation of the rate 
constant, k (E *,J). For the explicit calculation of rates, we 
adopt the approach used by Bowers and co-workers.17,18 The 
following details the differences between this PST approach 
to calculating k (E *, J) and that discussed above for Eq. (7).
The sum of states for any molecule is calculated by the 
following procedure. As noted above, the energy available to 
the EM is E * = E + E t + E 0. We assume that vibrational and 
rotational motions are separable such that one can partition 
the energy of the orbiting transition state OTS as
E + E ^ E v + E  R(L) + E^( J t ) = E v + E  ^ , (15)
where E V, ER (L ), E ^(Jt), E | otR are the vibrational energy, 
the 2-D external rotational energy that depends on the orbital 
angular momentum quantum number L , the rotational energy 
of the products that depends on the rotational angular mo­
mentum quantum number Jr here, the lower case r stands 
for fragment rotation , and the total rotational energy, respec­
tively. Then the sum of states for the OTS at a total angular 
momentum designated by the quantum number J  is given as
N  *( E  * -  E  TotR-E 0 , J)
f  E * -E0 . . .
= 0p v(E * - E \ 0r - E „ )? (ETotR , J r f E lotR, (16)
J 0
where p v( E * — E \ otR- E 0) and T (E | otR,J) are the vibra­
tional density of states and the total rotational sum of states 
of the products, respectively. The total rotational sum of 
states of the OTS at E | otR and J  is given by Eq. (17),
r ( E \ otR,J ) =  J J d ( J r , L ) T ( E l , J r) d J r dL ,  (17)
w h e r ^  (E ^ , J r) is the rotational sum of states, and ff( J r , L ) 
is unity within the boundary shown in Fig. 6  and zero 
outside.18 The boundaries are given by angular momentum 
conservation ( J = L  + J r ,J = L - J r ,J = J r - L ) and the total 
rotational energy curve is given by Eq. 18 ,
E  TotR = tt Soft4 L  4 /2 a  e 2f i 2 + h c B J 2, (18)
where the first and second terms can be recognized as clas­
sical expressions for the effective potential barrier height, 
Eq. 14 , and the rotational energy. The rotational sum of 
states for an atom spheroid (i.e., the situation of interest here 
in which the product fragments are a bare atomic ion and a 
neutral that is treated as a sphere) is given as 2 J r . (For other 
types of systems, the appropriate equations are given 
elsewhere.17) Note that we use the approximation that the 
DXE neutral is represented as a spherical top molecule. The 
description of DXE as a prolate rotor was also investigated, 
as described in detail elsewhere.41 The error associated with 
this approximation is small, as indicated by Chesnavich and 
Bowers.17
For PST, the density of states is calculated by Eq. (19,
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FIG. 6. A diagram showing the conservation of angular momentum in phase 
space theory. The straight lines indicate the values of L + Jr , \L - J r\, and 
|J r- L | . The curved line is defined by energy conservation and is specified 
in Eq. 18 . The values of L and J r for which angular momentum can be 
conserved the function referred to in the text is indicated by the hatched 
region.
p ( E )  = 2 Jp b[ E * - E R3-d(J)], (19)
where p j E * — E R3-D(J)] and E R3-D(J) are the vibrational 
density of states and the rotational energy of the energized 
molecule, where the 3-D designation indicates that all three 
rotational modes are included, respectively. The 2J  term ac­
counts for the degeneracy of the spherical rotor. For a linear 
EM, this term is equal to unity.
Thus, the PST rate constant is given by
H E  *, J )  = s r f (  E  * -  E  U - E  0 , J  / h 2 J Pv[E  * -  E  r3_d( J ] ,
(2 0 )
where the only difference between Eq. 7 and Eq. 20 is the 
treatment of rotational energies. In Eq. (7), the external 2-D 
rotations are treated as inactive modes, whereas in the PST 
expression, the 2-D external rotations are treated as active 
modes as long as total angular momentum is conserved. In 
PST, the rotations of the productlike fragments at the OTS 
are also restricted by the conservation of total angular mo­
mentum, whereas in models 1 and 2 , these rotations are re­
stricted only by energy conservation
The energy-dependent rate constant, averaged over the 
proper J  distribution, for PST is larger at higher energies than 
those for models 2 for Na+ and K+ with the DXE reaction, 
as shown for the Na+ system in Fig. 5. The increase in the 
PST rate constant is a direct consequence of the coupling of 
the orbital and rotational angular momentum. Because the 
majority of the EMs formed by association have high angular 
momenta Fig. 3 , the centrifugal barrier at the OTS for dis­
sociation is necessarily high for model 2 , in which the orbital 
angular momentum quantum number L  is equal to J. As a 
consequence, the complex is long-lived. However, in the 
PST approach, the centrifugal barrier can be lower because 
the orbital angular momentum can couple with rotational an­
gular momentum of the products. The larger the angular mo­
mentum which increases with kinetic energy , the larger the
effect is. Because the vibrational density of states in Eq. (16) 
is a maximum for small values of E | otR and declines rapidly 
with increasing E | otR, small values of E | otR are statistically 
favored, such that small centrifugal barriers dominate the 
decomposition pathways. This statistical preference also 
helps explain why the PST rate constants and as noted 
above, for model 2  as well do not differ drastically from 
model 1, where the rotational energies are simply assumed to 
be statistical. We also note that at low energies the rates from 
model 1 are slightly larger than those from PST, a conse­
quence of the failure to conserve angular momentum.
The enhancement in the PST rate constants for the Li 
DXE reaction not shown compared to model 2 is much 
smaller than in the Na+ and K+ systems at all energies. This 
is partly a consequence of the deeper potential well, E 0 , 
which reduces the effect of removing rotational energy from 
the energy available to the TS and EM. It is also related to 
the magnitude of the value of J max, which is smaller for a 
smaller reduced mass, Eq. (11). This reduces the area of the 
accessible phase space allowed by angular momentum con­
servation the hatched area in Fig. 6  , thereby reducing the 
effect of lowering the centrifugal barrier by coupling with 
product rotation.
C. Analysis of the experimental cross sections
Experimental cross sections for the associative reactions 
are reproduced with the different models described above, as 
shown in Fig. 7. It is important to realize that the only ad­
justable parameter in all three models is E 0 , the bond energy 
of M+-DXE. This controls the absolute magnitude and 
shape of the predicted cross sections. The vibrational fre­
quencies and rotational constants of the DXE reactant and 
M +(DXE) complexes are calculated at the B3LYP/6-31 
+ G* level of theory and frequencies are scaled by 0.9613.42 
Because our absolute cross sections are reported to have
2 0 % uncertainties in magnitude, estimates of the uncer­
tainties in the threshold energies are obtained by fitting to the 
experimental cross sections scaled by ± 2 0 %, and also in­
clude variations in the time available for reaction by factors 
of 2  and 1/2 , variations associated with uncertainties in the 
vibrational frequencies by ± 10%, and the error in the abso­
lute energy scale (±0.05 eV lab . The results for all models 
are listed in Table I along with BDEs from our experimental 
CID study and theory (MP2/6-31 + G* level).7-9
1. Statistically distributed inactive 2-D rotor
This model reproduces all three experimental cross sec­
tions both in magnitude and shape. For the Li DXE asso­
ciation reaction, the best fit to the experimental cross section 
yields an E 0 of 2.45 ±0.19 eV, in very good agreement with 
our previous CID (2.50±0.19 eV) and theoretical results 
2.65 eV .7 Clearly, this model cross section does not fit the 
experimental cross sections at very low energies and as will 
be seen, none of the models do any better . As noted above, 
we believe that the experimental cross section is low in this 
case because some complexes are backscattered in the labo­
ratory frame and not detected, a consequence of the non- 
negligible thermal motion of the DXE at low energy and the 
light mass of the Li ion. The model also deviates from the
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experimental cross section at very high energies. (Again, all 
of the models underestimate the experimental cross sections 
at high energies.) The deviation at higher energies may be 
caused by a collisional relaxation with the residual gases in 
our apparatus. Collisions with such background gases would 
yield association complexes no matter what the DXE pres­
sure, leaving a finite cross section even upon extrapolation of 
the DXE pressure to zero. The Li+(DXE) system is most 
sensitive to this effect because this complex has the longest 
lifetime among the systems studied here.
For the Na+ + DXE and K+ + DXE reactions, the best 
fits of the experimental cross sections yield BDEs of 1.78 
±0.13 and 1.28±0.11 eV, respectively. Again, the BDEs for 
Na DXE and K DXE are in good agreement with our 
previous CID (1.64 ±0.04 and 1.23 ±  0.04 eV, respectively) 
and theoretical results (1.79 and 1.39 eV, respectively.8,9 
Note that the model reproduces both experimental cross sec­
tions nicely at low energies, consistent with negligible back- 
scattering for the heavier ions.
2. Explicit conservation of orbital angular momentum
For the Li DXE experiment, the best fit to the experi­
mental data yields E 0 = 2.40±0.18 eV, in excellent agree­
ment with our previous CID results and theory. Again the 
model is too large at very low energies and too small at high 
energies for the reasons described above.
In the Na DXE experiment, the best fit to the experi­
mental cross sections yields E 0= 1.75 ±0.13 eV, in good 
agreement with our previous CID results and theory.8 For 
this reaction, the model cross section fits the experimental 
cross section well for most energies but exhibits a tail at very 
high energies. The tail is caused by trajectories with large 
angular momenta, where they tend to stay as a complex for a 
long time because of the high centrifugal barrier propor­
tional to L 4) . Such a tail is absent in the Li+ + DXE reaction, 
which can be understood as follows: The Li+(DXE) associa­
tion complex has a small maximum angular momentum 
quantum number (J max) compared to the Na+(DXE) and 
K+(DXE) association complexes because of the smaller re­
duced mass in the Li+ +DXE reaction, Eq. (11). However, 
the 2-D rotational constant of the EM, B , changes by only 
10% between the Na+(DXE) and Li+(DXE) complexes, 
such that the maximum value of E R (J) is much smaller in 
the Li DXE reaction for the same impact parameter and 
relative energy. Because E R(J) is restricted to values less 
than or equal to E R( J ), the dissociation rate constant calcu­
lated in Eq. 7 increases for the Li DXE reaction for 
angular momenta approaching J max. This enhanced rate con­
stant eliminates the long-lived complexes associated with 
large J  values, hence, no tail is observed in the Li DXE 
reaction.
For the K DXE experiment, the best fit to the experi­
mental cross section for this reaction yields E 0=1.28 
±0.10 eV, which nearly coincides with our previous CID 
results and theory.9 As in the Na case, the best fit using 
model 2  predicts the cross section magnitude and the energy 
dependence of the experimental cross section. No tail is ob­
served in the K DXE reaction but only because the 
K ( DXE) association cross section is small.





Energy (CM, eV) 
Energy (Lab, eV)
1
Na+ + DXE-----^  Na+(DXE)









FIG. 7. Comparisons of the experimental data with models for the associa­
tion reactions of alkali metal ions (Li ,Na ,K ) with DXE as a function of 
kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame (lower x axis) and laboratory 
frame (upper x axis). Open circles show zero pressure extrapolated cross 
sections. Results for the statistical model (model 1, short dashed, explicit 
conservation of orbital angular momentum model 2, long dashed , and 
phase space theory solid line calculated using the bond energies listed in 
Table I are shown. The LGS cross section, Eq. 4 , is also indicated.
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TABLE I. Bond dissociation energies eV .
Reaction Theory CID Statistical
Association 
Orb. AM cons. PST
Li DXE 2.65 2.50 0.19 2.45 ±0.19 2.40 0.18 2.46 0.19
Na DXE 1.79 1.64 ±0.04 1.78±0.13 1.75 0.13 1.78 0.13
K++DXE 1.39 1.23 0.04 1.28±0.11 1.28±0.10 1.29 0.10
MADa theory 0.15 0.01 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09
MADa (CID) 0.15±0.01 0.08 0.05 0.09 0.03 0.08 0.05
aMean absolute deviation.
3. Phase space theory
The best fits to the three association cross sections when 
using PST are obtained when E 0 is set to 2.46±0.19, 1.78 
±0.13, and 1.29±0.10eV for the Li+, Na+, and K+ 
DXE experiments, respectively. These results are in excel­
lent agreement with both CID results and theory7-9 and 
nearly identical with the other models. The PST model cross 
sections are nearly identical to the model 1 cross section in 
both shape and magnitude for all cases studied here. As with 
the other models, the model at very low energies and high 
energy for the Li DXE experiment deviates from the ex­
perimental cross section because of the reasons described 
above. Note that the high-energy tail observed in model 2, a 
consequence of having a large centrifugal barrier, is absent in 
all three PST models. As discussed above, this is because 
PST allows such rapidly rotating energized molecules to dis­
sociate by lowering the centrifugal barrier.
4. Effect of dipole moment
As noted above, the lowest-energy conformer of DXE 
(trans, trans, trans; ttt) has no permanent dipole moment, but 
the next highest-energy conformer (trans, gauche, trans; tgt), 
which lies only 0.4-0.8 kJ/mol higher in energy,7 does (es­
timated to be 2.0 D . Therefore, it is possible that the experi­
mental association reactions are influenced by interactions 
with the tgt conformer. Using formulas outlined elsewhere40 
and in Appendix A, the effect of a locked dipole on the 
reactions can be included in the modeling performed here. 
This will overestimate the experimental effect both because 
the locked dipole overestimates the collision cross section 
for a rotating molecule and because the population of the tgt 
conformer is less than half of the available reactant popula­
tion. We find using either model 2 or PST that including the 
dipole decreases the optimum bond energies needed to repro­
duce the data by 0.3, 0.04, and 0.01 eV for the Li+, Na+, 
and K systems, respectively. Further, the predicted associa­
tion cross sections fall off more rapidly than those without 
the dipole included, such that they do not reproduce the ex­
perimental cross sections at higher energies as well as those 
shown in Fig. 7. For model 2, we also incorporated an esti­
mate of the effect of the dipole using cross sections estimated 
with Su’s trajectory results,43 which yields a more realistic 
collision cross section that lies between the LGS and locked 
dipole models. For the Li+(DXE) system, the trajectory cal­
culations yield an optimum bond energy that lies 0.1 eV 
below the value in Table I. Overall, it is clear that any real­
istic effect of a dipole moment on the present results is well 
within the experimental errors cited with the values listed in 
Table I for all three metal systems.
IV. CONCLUSION
Association reactions of bare alkali metal ions (Li , 
Na , and K ) and DXE are studied using kinetic energy- 
dependent mass spectrometry. In this paper, we assume that 
the lifetimes of the association complexes are limited by the 
passage over a loose, orbiting (PSL transition state and ana­
lyze the experimental cross sections by using three models: 
the statistical distribution of orbital angular momentum, the 
explicit conservation of orbital angular momentum, and 
phase space theory. All methods involve careful treatments 
of lifetime effects, kinetic energy distributions of the ion and 
neutral reactants, reactant internal energy distributions, and 
angular momentum distributions. The resulting model cross 
sections reproduce the kinetic energy dependences and abso­
lute magnitudes of our experimental cross sections in detail 
using only a single adjustable parameter, E 0 . Compared with 
results from our previous CID experiments and theory,7-9 all 
three models for the association cross sections reproduce the 
bond dissociation energies excellently, verifying that the 
analysis of association reactions and its underlying assump­
tions is a useful means of acquiring thermodynamic infor­
mation.
In this regard, we believe that this methodology should 
be useful for much larger systems. In such cases, one antici­
pates that the lifetimes of the energized molecules will in­
crease, such that the association cross section will saturate at 
the collision limit for low energies. If measurements at only 
thermal energies such as in ICR experiments are made, 
then such data can only be interpreted to provide a lower 
limit to the bond energy of interest. However, the guided ion 
beam instrument allows the energy of the complex to be 
increased extensively, until dissociation on the time scale of 
the experiment can be induced. Thus, by modeling the high- 
energy decline in the association cross section, thermody­
namic data can still be obtained for such large, long-lived 
systems.
An important facet of the present work compared to the 
CID studies is that the bimolecular reaction of M with DXE 
forms an energized M+(DXE) complex with a well-defined 
internal energy distribution and a broad but known angular 
momentum distribution. Because these carefully analyzed re­
sults of association reactions are in excellent agreement with
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those obtained from an analysis of CID data on the same 
systems,7-9 the present study verifies the accuracy of our 
assumptions regarding the use of statistical theory to de­
scribe kinetic shifts observed in CID studies.3 Further, we 
observe that very different assumptions about the angular 
momentum distributions still allow accurate modeling of the 
association reactions with bond energies that are identical 
within experimental error. This indicates that the thermo­
chemistry derived from modeling of association and prob­
ably CID processes is not particularly sensitive to such dis­
tributions.
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APPENDIX A: INCLUSION OF LOCKED DIPOLE
The effect of including a dipole term in the potential for 
an ion-molecule reaction has been examined previously44 
and many of the relevant equations for CID processes have 
been summarized by Iceman and Armentrout.40 Here, the 
equations needed to include a locked-dipole potential for as­
sociation reactions are summarized. The potential of the ion- 
locked-dipole interaction is given as
Veff( r ) = J ( J +  1)ft2/2/x r 2 — M De /4 ^ e 0r 2
- a e  /8 ^ e 0r , A1
where M  D is the dipole moment of the neutral and all other 
quantities are defined in the text. By following the same
approach used in Sec. IIIB, we obtain J ^  as
j  mau j  m ax+D =[(2 «  e y  e  / ^ p
+ M d [a 2e /2 ^-gQ]/ft2. A2
Similarly, the separation of ion-neutral fragments at the cen­
trifugal barrier is given by Eq. A3 and Eq. A4 provides 
the barrier height as a function of the orbital angular momen­
tum quantum number J:
r * = a e  2/ [ 2 ^ e Q / ( / +  1)ft2/ ^  — ( M De) ], (A3)
V f  r *) = 7t s q[ / ( / +  1 )ft2/ ^  — ( M De /2 ^ e Q)]2/2 a  e 2.
(A4)
Finally, the rotational constant of the OTS for the ion-locked 
dipole potential is given as
B  ^  =  e Qh [J (J +  1)ftr/^ .— M De /2 w s q]/4tt cjj, 2e 2 a.
(A5)
The total collision cross section that includes the ion-locked 
dipole interaction is given by Eq. (A6):
«Ld( e ) = «lgs( E ) + e V  d/^ q e  . (A6)
APPENDIX B: REACTANT ROTATIONAL COUPLING
The classical probability of forming an energized mol­
ecule (EM  with a total angular momentum (J) for a given
orbital angular momentum (L Q) and rotational angular mo­
mentum (J rQ) of reactants is given as Eq. (B1):
f ( / \  JrQ ,L q) =
0 , J ^  |L q Jr q|,
2 J /2J ro2  L  q , |Lq — J  r o| ^  J ^ L 0 + J rQ,
_ 0, L  q + J rQ< J .
B1
We treat the rotational angular momentum distribution of the 
reactants as given by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution and 
the orbital angular momentum is determined by the impact 
parameter distribution. Thus, the probability distribution of J  
for a given Jr0 and L 0 is given by Eq. B2 ,
P(J)dJ= f( /|J rQ ,L o )e (/ro )2 Jq /L Q max ^dJrQ dLo  ,
B2
where Q (J rQ) is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a 
spherical reactant. This distribution is given in Eq. B3 ,
Q ( J r0) d J r0 = 2 J 2.0 exp[ — h c B J 2.0/ k T ] l
r02J^ex p f —H cB J2r0/ k T ] d J r0, (B3)
where J*Q is bounded by the internal energy of the reactant. 
Note that the summation in Eq. B2 is restricted by angular 
momentum conservation, Eq. B1 . The average rate constant 
is given in Eq. B4 :
k ( E ) =  k ( E ,J ) P ( J ) d J . B4
The association cross section, ass, and product cross 
sections, x , are given by Eqs. B5 and B6  , respectively,
L Q 0 max
X I 2 L  
I o Jo
Lo + / h0  ^ rO
0 I f (J \L o > JrO)
X exp[ — k tot(E  + E Q + E i , J ) r ] d J  d L 0 d J rQ,
B5
^ ( E ) :
irft 2
2 E ^  i
L0~^ JrQ
X  '
g/ |  Q ( J r  o) 2L 0
f ( / |L  Q, JrQ)
k x(E + E 0 + E i ^ E 0x , J )
'0  ' k tot( E + E 0 + E i , J )
X {1 — exp[ — k tot( E  + E Q + E i , J )T ]}d J  d L 0 d J rQ,
B6
where k tot(E+E0+Ef J )  is given by
k  t0t( E  + E  0 + E i , J ) = 2  kx(E + E 0 + E i E  0 x , J ) . (B7)
x
After integrating over L 0 , Eqs. B5 and B6  become Eqs. 
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TTh2 f  J* f L + 2 J
(T™{E)~ 2 E ^ f g!'J0’ QiJ,o)Jl-2J^
min L  0 max , J  J r 0 J  J r 0
X exp[ — k  tot( E  + E  0 + E t , J ) r ] d J  d J r0, (B8) 
TTf,2 f j *  ( l + 2 J
< tA E ) = ^ 2  g> r0Q ( J ro) t t2 - t f i  t Jo J l 2 yro
min L 0 max , J  J r0 J  J r 0
kx( E + E 0 + E i ^ E 0x , J ) 
k tot(E + E 0 + E i , J )
X exp[ — k tot(E  + E 0 + E {, J ) r ] d J  d J r0, (B9)
where L  and L  are given as
L+ = mm{ L  0 max+ J r 0 , J  ^ ( p r o ^ } ,  (B 10 )
L ~  = max{ Jr0- L  0 max,0}, (B11)
where ^ ^ (p ro d )  is defined as the maximum angular mo­
mentum, such that the sum of states becomes zero for any J/■'v'T’O r\ 1 _ _
larger than J max(prod). Finally, we recover Eq. (12  by 
simply making the approximation that the rotational angular 
momentum is small, as expected. The differences in cross 
sections calculated with and without reactant rotational or­
bital coupling are small in all cases studied here.
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